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Abstract: The Construction of new international power lines is a very expensive and time-

consuming task. The use of specialized equipment that can increase the Total Transfer 

Capacity can replace the need to construct new lines. One such device is a Phase Shift 

Transformer (PST). By optimal distribution of power flow on transmission lines we could 

increase TTC on profile. Detailed analysis is presented for Slovakia – Hungary and 

Slovakia – Czech interconnections in the Central East Europe network. Simulation results 

with and without PST are used to analyse the impact of PST on the TTC between Slovakia – 

Hungary and Slovakia – Czech interconnection. 
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1 Introduction 

In densely interconnected power systems such as ENTSO-E, the physical power 

flows differ from the planned power exchanges. This leads to overloaded 

interconnecting power lines. A possible solution could be the construction of new 

lines or the use of special equipment that allows us to regulate the power flow thus 

Net Transfer Capacity could be increased. 

The power transmission capacity indicates how much power can be transferred 

between two power systems without endangering the systems’ security. The 

perfect calculation of the transmission capacity is very important even for daily 

operation as well as on the electricity market. Both the operators and planners 

need to consider the maximal transfer capacity, system barriers and the amount of 

electricity that must be transferred. 
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Figure 1 

Power surplus in Central Eastern Europe’s power system [13] 

The calculation of transmission capacity should be repeated several times, in order 

to prevent inaccuracies in the calculation and thus prevent possible overloading of 

equipment, loss of stability or even the accidental damage of equipment. 

Inaccurate estimates of transfer capacity leads to the unnecessary reduction of the 

amount of transmitted power, and it is inefficient use of networks. 

Amount and diversity of the regulatory returns are also increased by power 

transfer. In fact, the electricity market is enormously competitive. There is a very 

strong economic impulse to improve the accuracy and efficiency of the calculation 

of the transport capacity for use by system operators, designers and energy traders 

[1]. 

The difference between physical flows and programmed exchanges leads to 

overloaded interconnecting lines between Slovakia and Hungary and subsequently 

between Slovakia and the Czech Republic. It also leads to increasing the amount 

of regulatory returns. Figure 2 shows the power flow across Slovakia’s power 

system. There are several ways to increase transfer capacity between the two 

power systems. One way is to build new power lines, but this is quite a time-

consuming task. Another way is to utilize special devices which are especially 

designed to improve transfer capacity of existing power lines. One of the most 

promising devices, is the Phase Shift Transformer (PST). 
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Figure 2 

Power flow across Slovak Power system [1] 

1.1 Total Transfer Capacity (TTC) 

For establishing transmission margins and power transfer capacities between 

neighbouring power systems the following three terms are used: 

Total Transfer Capacity (TTC) is the maximum exchange program between two 

areas compatible with operational security standards applicable at each system in 

future network conditions, generation and load patterns were known perfectly in 

advance. 

Transmission Reliability Margin (TRM) is a safety margin that can handle 

uncertainties to calculate TTC values arising from: 

1) Adverse deviations of physical flows during operation due to the physical 

load management of frequency, 

2) Emergency exchanges between power systems to cope with unexpected 

unbalanced situations in real time, 

3) Inaccuracies, faulty data collection. 

Net Transfer Capacity (NTC) is defined as: 

TRMTTCNTC                                                                         (1) 
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Net Transfer Capacity is the maximum amount of electricity that can be 

transferred which satisfies safety criteria N-1. 

Total Transfer Capacity between two power systems determines the transmission 

system operators on both sides of the interconnection. The calculation of the 

transfer capacity includes more than just the capacities of the power lines. Due to 

the fact that the distribution of power flows between different components of TS, 

N-1 criterion must be fulfilled. N-1 criterion determines that the grid must remain 

in operation after unexpected loss of an unexpected element of the transmission 

system. The calculation of transfer capacity between two power systems is 

realized in both power systems’ operators on each side of the interconnection. By 

using simulation programs, the maximal feasible amount of electricity that can be 

transmitted may be calculated. If the results of each TSO differ from each other, 

the lower value is used. 

The aim of this process is to put power into the electricity market, as high capacity 

as is possible, while still observing transmission system limits. The ability of 

transferring power is calculated for each state of operating conditions. This 

process also allows not only exchanges between power systems but also transfers 

within each sub-system. 

This process also includes transient and static simulations in order to determine 

maximal feasible amount of electricity in eight directions through interconnection 

with maintaining N-1 criterion, voltage collapse, and overcurrent. Figure 3 below 

shows cross-border power exchange between the power systems [1], [2], [3], [4], 

[5] [14]. 

 

Figure 3 

Cross-border import/export capacity [13] 
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1.2 Phase Shift Transformer 

Phase shift transformer (PST) is often used to control active power flow at the 

interface between two large and solid independent networks. The control of active 

power flow is achieved by adjusting the phase angle of the voltages at the 

terminals where the PST is installed. These are very complicated power 

transformers with several windings and junctions [6]. 

 

Figure 4 

Symmetric Phase Shift Transformer (PST) [6] 

Generally, phase shift transformers are built for a transmission system consists of 

two terminals and three-phase units. The source terminal is the terminal where the 

power is injected into the transformer and the terminal where the power flows out 

from transformer I called load terminal. Changes in phase angle between the 

terminal voltages are carried out by injecting additional voltage into entering 

voltage. When the series winding injects additional voltage in source terminal into 

neutral input voltage, the phase angle of voltages between input and output 

terminals of PST changes. As a result, the direction of power flow also changes. 

With an active control of injected amount of additional voltage, the power flow 

across the power line can be continuously controlled as well [6], [8], [9], [10]. 

1.3 TTC Calculation 

The simulation below (Figure 5) contains four variants of interconnection between 

Slovakia and Czech Republic, three variants between Hungary and Slovakia and 

two variants between Slovakia and Hungary. In the enlarged power systems      
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400 kV interconnection lines are installed between Križovany (SK) and Gönyű 

(HU). All the possible variations were simulated on the 2014 Central Eastern 

Europe system model. Simulations were created by a simulation program namely: 

NEPLAN. 

 

Figure 5 

Slovakian power system for 2014 

1.1.1 Variant SK-CZ I 

Table 1 below shows the values of total transfer capacity on the Slovakian - Czech 

cross border connection. This model includes all generators, branches, 

transformers and other transmission system elements. Simulations for this variant 

were made without phase shift transformer. The model shows the actual values of 

transfer capacities between Slovakia and the Czech Republic. All simulations have 

been complied with safety criterion N-1. The limit element for this case was the 

line V 270, when line V 404 was switched off. 

Table 1 

TTC values for variant SK-CZ I 

Branch 
Line loads 

[MW] 
TTC [MW] 

Limit element 

(N-1) 

404 (Nošovice – Varín) -874 

2527,4 
270 

(404) 

424 (Sokolnice – Križovany) -533,2 

497 (Sokolnice – Stupava) -909,3 

280 (Sokolnice – Senica) -100,9 

270 (Liskovec – P. Bystrica) -110 
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1.1.2 Variant SK-CZ II 

Table 2 below shows the values of total transfer capacity on the Slovakian - Czech 

cross border connection with installed phase shift transformer on line V 404. In 

this case the simulations were created with phase shift transformer, and show the 

potential value of transfer capacities between Slovakia and the Czech Republic 

with PST installed on line V404. The simulations have been complied with safety 

criterion N-1. The limit element for this case was the line V 280, when line V 497 

was switched off. 

Table 2 

TTC values for variant SK-CZ II 

Branch 
Line loads 

[MW] 
TTC [MW] 

Limit element 

(N-1) 

404 (Nošovice – Varín) -1340 

2681,4 
280 

(497) 

424 (Sokolnice – Križovany) -342,9 

497 (Sokolnice – Stupava) -658,2 

280 (Sokolnice – Senica) -241 

270 (Liskovec – P. Bystrica) -99,3 

1.1.3 Variant SK-CZ III 

Table 3 below shows the values of total transfer capacity on the Slovakian - Czech 

cross border connection with installed phase shift transformer on line V 424. The 

simulations for this variant have been accomplished with phase shift transformer, 

and show the potential value of transfer capacities between Slovakia and the 

Czech Republic with PST installed on line V424. The simulations have been 

complied with safety criterion N-1. The limit element for this case was the line    

V 270, when line V 407 was switched off. 

Table 3 

TTC values for variant SK-CZ III 

Branch 
Line loads 

[MW] 
TTC [MW] 

Limit element 

(N-1) 

404 (Nošovice – Varín) -582,8 

2698,4 
270 

(404) 

424 (Sokolnice – Križovany) -1298,4 

497 (Sokolnice – Stupava) -494,2 

280 (Sokolnice – Senica) -171 

270 (Liskovec – P. Bystrica) -152 
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1.1.4 Variant SK-CZ IV 

Table 4 below shows the values of total transfer capacity on the Slovak - Czech 

cross border connection with installed phase shift transformer on line V 497. The 

simulations for this variant have been accomplished with phase shift transformer, 

and shows the potential value of transfer capacities between Slovakia and the 

Czech Republic with PST installed on line V497. Simulations have been complied 

with safety criterion N-1. The limit element for this case was the line V 270, when 

line V 404 was turned off. 

Table 4 

TTC values for variant SK-CZ IV 

Branch 
Line loads 

[MW] 
TTC [MW] 

Limit element 

(N-1) 

404 (Nošovice – Varín) -689 

2727,1 
270 

(404) 

424 (Sokolnice – Križovany) -354,2 

497 (Sokolnice – Stupava) -1311,2 

280 (Sokolnice – Senica) -213,6 

270 (Liskovec – P. Bystrica) -159,1 

1.1.5 Variant SK-HU I 

Table 5 below shows the values of total transfer capacity on Slovakian - 

Hungarian cross border connection. This model includes all generators, branches, 

transformers and other transmission system elements. The simulations for this 

variant have been accomplished without phase shift transformer, and show the 

actual values of transfer capacities between Slovakia and Hungary. Simulations 

have been complied with safety criterion N-1. The limit element for this case was 

the line V 448, when line V 449 was switched off. 

Table 5 

TTC values for variant SK-HU I 

Branch 
Line loads 

[MW] 
TTC [MW] 

Limit element 

(N-1) 

448 (Gabčíkovo-Györ) 1089,5 
1946,7 

448 

(449) 449 (Levice-Göd) 857,2 

1.1.6 Variant SK-HU II 

Table 6 below shows the values of total transfer capacity on Slovakian - 

Hungarian cross border connection with installed phase shift transformer on line V 

449. Simulations for this variant have been accomplished with phase shift 

transformer, and show the potential value of transfer capacities between Slovakia 
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and Hungary with PST installed on line V449. The limit element for this case was 

the line V 490, when line V 491 was switched off. 

Table 6 

TTC values for variant SK-HU II 

Branch 
Line loads 

[MW] 
TTC [MW] 

Limit element 

(N-1) 

448 (Gabčíkovo-Györ) 1089,5 
2394 

490 

(491) 449 (Levice-Göd) 1304,5 

1.1.7 Variant SK-HU III 

Table 7 below shows the values of total transfer capacity on Slovakian - 

Hungarian cross border connection with installed phase shift transformer on line V 

449. The Simulations for this variant have been accomplished with phase shift 

transformer, and shows the potential value of transfer capacities between Slovakia 

and Hungary with PST installed on line V448. The limit element in this case was 

the line V 440, when line V 449 was turned off. 

Table 7 

TTC values for variant SK-HU III 

Branch 
Line loads 

[MW] 
TTC [MW] 

Limit element 

(N-1) 

448 (Gabčíkovo-Györ) 1315,5 
2511 

440 

(449) 449 (Levice-Göd) 1195,5 

1.1.8 Variant SK-HU IV 

Table 8 below shows the values of total transfer capacity on Slovakian – 

Hungarian cross border connections without any installed phase shift transformer. 

The power system was enlarged by a new 400 kV line (V 400) from Križovany 

(Slovakia) and Gönyű (Hungary). Simulations for this variant have been 

accomplished without any phase shift transformer, and show the potential value of 

transfer capacities between Slovakia and Hungary with the new 400 kV line. The 

limit element for this case was the line V 440, when line V 449 was switched off. 

Table 8 

TTC values for variant SK-HU IV 

Branch 
Line loads 

[MW] 
TTC [MW] 

Limit element 

(N-1) 

448 (Gabčíkovo-Györ) 762,5 

2779,4 
449 

(440) 
449 (Levice-Göd) 1226,8 

400 (Križovany-Gonyu) 790,1 
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Table 9 below shows the values of total transfer capacity of enlarged Slovakian - 

Hungarian cross border connections with installed phase shift transformer on line 

449. Simulations for this variant shows the potential value of transfer capacities 

between Slovakia and Hungary with a new 400 kV line and phase shift 

transformer. The limit element for this case was the line V 440, when line V 448 

was switched off. 

Table 9 

TTC values for variant SK-HU V 

Branch 
Line loads 

[MW] 
TTC [MW] 

Limit element 

(N-1) 

448 (Gabčíkovo-Györ) 873,3 

3066,9 
448 

(440) 
449 (Levice-Göd) 1329,7 

400 (Križovany-Gonyu) 863,9 

Conclusions 

The simulations’ results suggest new ways of increasing transfer capacity between 

Slovakia and Hungary as well as between Slovakia and Czech Republic. The 

results also show that the most suitable location of a phase shift transformer would 

be in the Slovakian power system. The best place for installing a PST transformer 

on cross-border connection would be between Slovakia and the Czech Republic, 

on line 497. The value of total transfer capacity with PST installed on line 497 

was 2727,1 MW. The total transfer capacity with PST installed on line 424 was 

2698,4 MW, and the value of total transfer capacity with phase shift transformer 

on line 404 was 2681,4 MW. 

The most suitable location for installing a phase shift transformer on inter-

connection between Slovakia and Hungary was on line V448. The value of total 

transfer capacity with a phase shift transformer installed on line 448 was 2511 

MW. The total transfer capacity with PST installed on line 449 was 2394 MW. 

Enlarging the power system by adding an interconnection line between Slovakia 

and Hungary has caused an increase of TTC from 1946,7 MW to 2779,4 MW. By 

installing PST in series with line 449 has increased TTC up to 3066,9 MW. 
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